2018 Annual Fund Donors

Individual

Alicia and Adam
Abdelhamed
Brian and Debbie Abel
Kaelin Albade
Brian and Christine
Albrecht
Elis and Karyl Alvord
Jeremy Anderl
Stephanie Anderl
David and Cheri
Anderson
Traci and Brooke
Anderson
Magnus and Brandy
Andersson
Rebecca and Kenneth
Andrew
Agnes Ansay
Matt and Maja Arnold
Angela and Joshua
Ashby
Dave and Scotta
Ashcraft
Marcia Austin
Britni Babington
Erika Adams and Jim
Baer
Meenakshi Sharma and
Amit Bahree
Alissa Rupp and Tom
Baker

Stephanie Buck
Judy Buckmaster
Alan Burke
Douglas and Kay Burke
Robbi Burton
Jeff Butler
Darren Cabrera
Ron Calvin
Mike Carlson
Jay and Susan
Carpenter
Minna Wong and
Justin Chan
Dana Chang
Kami Chaudhery
Norma Miller and Erik
Christianson
Miriam Chung
Jenny and Erik Clauson
Lucille Collins
Zac C Barker
Jim Coughlin
Betty Spiehl-Croll and
Tim Croll
AJ Curde
Ann Curran
Sara and Mike Dahl
Kelly and Patrick
D’Ambrosio
Ruty and Will Daniels
Nicole Danson
Andrew Person and
Leslie Danz
Scott and Karen Davis
Chasen Simpson and
Alexa Dayton
Kathy and Don
DeCaprio
Aidan Devlon
Augusta DeVries
Anonymous Donor
Donovan Douvlia
Glen DuBreuil
Darlene and Chris
Ducey
Kara and Brett Durbin
Elizabeth and Daniel
Duryea
Martin O’Leary and
Naomi Ebira
Denise and Frank Edgar
Ben Eggevsten
Brandon Ehrlich
Candy and Kellen Eiler
Julie and Matt
Eisenhauer
Marina Eksarevskaya
Nick Ellingson
Dazree and Jennine Ellis
Amy and David Elwell
Julie and Mark Elwell
Trish Engelund
Christine and John
Enselein
Alexander Family
Atalla Family
Barnes Family
Barraza Family
Beckner Family
Bell Family
Bernard Family
Brady Family
Buckles Family
Burnette Family
Chng Family
Correa Family
Craw and Thompson
Family
Danz Family
Dickson Family
Ditsch Family
Doran Family
Englund Family
Evans Family
Fairchild Family
Green Family
Gutierrez Family
Hall Family
Ho Family
Hogan Family
Hurst Family
Jin Family
Kirk Johnson Family
Krewedli Family
Lachmann Family
Lee Family
Matviichuk Family
Mcallister Family
McGill Family
Millard Family
Moghaddas Family
Myrick Family
Odeli Family
Ohab Family
Oldenkamp Family
Ozzie Family
Parkes Family
Peterson Family
Proctor Family
Quebbeman Family
Reed Family
Rudee Family
Shaw Family
Silver Family
Smith Family
Stall Family
Steve McCoy Family
Swenson Family
Underhill Family
Vicol Family
Wang Family
Westendorf Family
Whyel Family
Woodhouse Family
York Family
Megan Farmer
Amy Fawcett
David Lawyer and
Mara Ferrari
Jennifer and Kurt
Fischer
Krystyna Fisher
Larry Flack
Charlotte and John

Flanagan
Anna and Jason Flora
Janine and Alex
Florence
Alicia Flynn
Stan and Tere Foster
Lost and Found
Kayleen and Scott
Freeborn
Susan Friedrichsen
Nicole Frymier
Margarette Gallaher
Holly Galluccio
Xuemei Gao
Elizabeth and Euan
Garden
Daniela Garve
Ishita Ghosh
Tom and Nancy
Gilchrist
Raminderpal Singh-Gill
and Dimpy Gill
Paula Del Giudice
Andrea Gohike
Aaron Gottlieb
Ethan Gottlieb
Monica and Clint Grant
Megan Green
Stephen Green
Danielle and Bob
Griffith
Elizabeth Guzman
Cathy and David Habib
Julianne and Ryan
Haggart
Claudia Balducci and
Jim Harja
Shawn Hamon
Eric Haroldson
Mark and Denise
Haroldson
William and Carolyn
Haroldson
Hayden Harvey
Franz Metzger and
David Hatley
Renee Hawkes
Lisa and Jeff Haynie
Scott Hedgecock
Sejal Jiwan and Salim
Hemdani
Amanda Henderson
Kelli Henderson
Ira Hershkowitz
Richard and Marilyn
Herzberg
Tracy and Dennis Hicks
Carl Vander Hoek
Michael Holmes
Nicole Ricca and John
Hopson
Shauna Hovancek
Natalie and John
Hovancek
Mike and Rachel
Hubbard
Nahoko Suzue
Allison and Shawn Sweeney
Megan Sweeters
Maria Cruz and Nriel Tafalla
Catherine Godfrey and Martin Taillefer
Andy and Megan Tay
Ivor and Jan Thomas
Shannon Thomas
Katherine Thompson
Kaitlyn Thomsen
Eric Thuau
Alison and Brent Thurman
Hien Phan and Billy Tran
Mark Tranter
Heather and Nicolas Trescases
Durgesh Pandey and Sanjeev Tripathi
Matt Turner
John and Shelley Urquhart
Evan VanHoever
Dan Vann
Alison and Joe Varco
Tom Varga
Gregory and Aimee Vaughan
Shea Velling
Russell Williams
Van and Marcus Williams
Jason and Sarah Wine
Stacy and Dustin Winegardner
Deborah Worral
David and Ann Worthington
Weiwei Ying
Kenneth and Julie Young
Lindsay Youtz
Tingting Ma and Zhibin Zhou
Michiko and Todd Ziegler
Robi and Eric Zocher
Shan and Desiree Zubair

Corporate, Government & Foundations

4Culture
Aerojet Rocketdyne
Agee Family Foundation
Alaska Airlines
Amazon Smile Foundation
Avalon Bay
BECU
Bellevue Rotary Foundation
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
BNY Mellon Charitable Gift Fund
Boeing Company
Cadillac of Bellevue
Capstone Partners
CBRE
Children’s Museum of Skagit County
City of Bellevue
City of Kent
Clapp Family Fund
Clark Nuber, PS
Columbia Bank
Concept Creative
Costco Wholesale
Coughlin Porter Lundeen
DME Construction
King County Council
Excel Pacific Inc
Fortin Group
glassybaby
Goldman Sachs
Greystar
Hanson Baker
Heritage Bank
JTM Construction
Microsoft

National Endowment for the Arts
Ogden Murphy Wallace, P.L.L.C.
PACCAR Inc
Piper Jaffray Charitable Foundation
Prime Electric
Primrose School of West Bellevue
Puget Sound Energy
Puget Sound Energy Foundation
Runberg Architecture Group, PLLC
Seattle Children’s Seattle Doll and Toy Collectors
Sound Credit Union
Sterling Realty Organization
Sweeney Conrad, P.S.
Team Foster at Compass
Thanksgiving Foundation
Tulalip Tribes Charitable Contributions
Umpqua Bank
Walmart
Washington Trust Bank
Williams Kastner
Wizards of the Coast/Hasbro
Wockner Foundation

Thank You Corporate Members!

Clark Nuber PS

PUGET SOUND ENERGY

Developing Minds